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LIFE & STYLE

Why Online Retailers Like Bonobos, Boden, Athleta
Mail So Many Catalogs
Shoppers spend more online after browsing through lavish print spreads

Updated April 16, 2014 10:41 p.m. ET

When everything is available for sale on your smartphone, why do catalogs still clutter your mailbox?

The old-school marketing format has survived to play a crucial creative role in modern e-commerce.
Today, the catalog is bait for customers, like a store window display, and a source of inspiration, the way
roaming through store aisles can be. The hope is shoppers will mark pages they like and then head
online, or into a store, to buy.

Today's catalogs are no longer phone-book-size compilations of every item a retailer sells. Instead, they
have fewer pages and merchandise descriptions, and more and bigger photos and lifestyle images.

For retailers, creating the inspiration comes with hefty costs, including expensive photo shoots and
rising postage rates. And with catalogs produced many months in advance, they lock retailers into
specific trends and merchandise, unlike digital marketing pieces that can be updated in minutes.

Even amid the rush to make sales via phones and email, retailers are turning to the sales tool of a bygone era -- the catalog.
Elizabeth Holmes reports on Lunch Break. Photo: Devon Jarvis for The Wall Street Journal.
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Even so, the potential for boosting sales has brought new interest in print catalogs. Some retailers
founded primarily online are entering the fray, including Bonobos, the menswear brand built on the idea
of better-fitting pants. And many traditional store retailers with a history of catalogs remain as committed
as ever.

"It's still a very, very important part of our marketing mix,"
says Pat Connolly, chief marketing officer at Williams-
Sonoma Inc., parent company to seven brands with
catalogs including Pottery Barn and West Elm. Consumers
"look through it to get ideas and inspiration. And if we do a
good job, they get ideas for things they didn't even know
they wanted before they got there."

Williams-Sonoma maintains a database of 2,000 privately
owned houses that serve as locations for catalog photo
shoots. More than half the company's marketing budget
goes to catalog production and mailing.

Marketers mailed 11.9 billion catalogs in 2013, according to the Direct Marketing Association, marking
the first uptick in years. Total catalog circulation is still far below the 2007 peak of 19.6 billion. The 2008
recession forced catalog companies to cut dead wood out of their mailing lists and get smarter about
how and when they mail.

Bonobos mailed a test catalog just over a year ago to a small number of current and potential
customers. Results prompted the brand to try several more, gradually increasing circulation each time.
Now, some 20% of the website's first-time customers are placing their order after having received a
catalog, says Craig Elbert, vice president of marketing for Bonobos. They spend 1.5 times as much as
new shoppers who didn't receive a catalog first.

Online tools to attract new customers, like display ads and emails, often have just one image or text line.
"A catalog gives us a bit more breathing room to grab folks' attention," Mr. Elbert says. "We're able to tell
a bit of a fuller brand story."

Bonobos intentionally limits the amount of descriptive text in its catalogs, skipping measurements and
care instructions. Mr. Elbert says customers go online for that information.

The retailer has studied catalog responses to understand sales patterns, such as what was driving
strong sales of casual shirts. Its first catalog, in March 2013, featured a model wearing a blue-and-green
checked shirt with white jeans. Many men ordered both. As a result, the brand now routinely
emphasizes full-outfit shots.

Catalogs require months of advance planning and production, presenting seasonal challenges for
Athleta, a division of Gap Inc. The athletic-wear brand's catalogs feature action shots of models wearing
the clothes and using the gear. Finding the right setting is essential—and difficult, when the winter
catalog must be shot in July.

"It's easy to fake out a yoga studio so it looks like winter," says Tess Roering, Athleta vice president of
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creative and marketing. But for skiing, she says, "we need to go to places that have real snow." The
Athleta team is set to travel to New Zealand in a few months.

Long catalog lead times lock brands into specific products. After Athleta featured blue-and-yellow
running tights on its April catalog cover, the tights arrived in stores 10 days late. Catalogs sent shoppers
to stores for a product that wasn't there.

"It's disappointing," Ms. Roering says. Once the tights were in stock, they sold well, she says.

Many retailers can pinpoint exactly when their catalogs land in mailboxes because of a spike in activity
in stores and online. "We see an immediate sales lift," says John Koryl, president of stores and online at
Neiman Marcus. The catalog's halo effect reaches beyond the contents of the book to the brand's
broader offerings.

Shoppers "may not buy what's on the cover of the catalog.
They may not even buy in the category that the catalog
covered," Mr. Koryl says. "But it is this inspirational
moment to remind them" to shop.

The average catalog costs much less than a dollar to
produce, including printing, mailing, the purchase of new
addresses and fees for an outside mailing house or project

management, says Polly Wong, managing partner for strategic e-commerce and creative services at
Belardi/Ostroy, a retail marketing consulting firm. Response rates and order sizes run the gamut, but
typically each catalog mailed results in about $4 in sales, she says.

Breegan Harper, a 22-year-old recruiter who lives in Seattle, gets catalogs including from Anthropologie

The Williams-Sonoma Easter catalog features a $39.95 'bunny cake' pan. Devon Jarvis for The Wall
Street Journal
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and J. Crew and browses them while watching television. "I can pick up a magazine or I can pick up a
catalog, because they are going to both have fashion in them," she says. Rather than toss catalogs
directly into the recycling bin, Ms. Harper and her five roommates often hold on to them. "We have them
out on our coffee table," she says. "The cutest ones go in the living room."

Boden, the U.K.-based clothing retailer, ships millions of
catalogs around the world each year. Shoppers spend up
to 15 to 20 minutes with the catalog, says Shanie
Cunningham, head of U.S. marketing, compared with an
average of just eight seconds for a Boden email and about
five minutes with the Boden iPad app.

To encourage shoppers to spend even more time, Boden
adds content to its catalogs, such as a pithy Q-and-A with
its models. Some of its recent children's catalogs include a
page of stickers; other catalogs have had sticky tabs that
can mark pages with sayings like "Must Have" or "I Need

This Now."

More catalogs are tailored for individuals, meaning the one you get could look very unlike the one your
next-door neighbor gets. "We definitely are targeting and personalizing," says Ms. Cunningham. Boden
will change the theme, the size of the book and even the discount it offers to the same address. A recent
catalog offered one spouse 15% off and the other just 11% off.

L.L.Bean is playing with the page count of catalogs it sends to regular website shoppers, says Steve
Fuller, chief marketing officer at the outdoor and apparel retailer. Many of its catalogs come in different
versions. So instead of sending every customer the largest book, Mr. Fuller looks for frequent website
visitors and asks, "Can I only send her 50 pages, or 20, as a reminder of, 'Oh, I've got to go to the
website'?"

Write to Elizabeth Holmes at elizabeth.holmes@wsj.com
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